ess correction requested

•
attles to discuss John Calvin
by Sue Van Hofwegen

Professor Ford
Lewis
Battles, professor of church
history at Pittsburgh TheologicalSeminary, will be on cam,pus next week , speaking about
the life and writings of John
Calvin.
Professor Battles bas always
been interested in John Calvin.
In fact, he and John Van Dyk,
philosophy professor, are col-
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laborating on a translation of
the Sentences by Peter Lombard.
This Latin textbook,
which was famous in the Middle
Ages has never been transIated into English before. They
hope to complete the project
in 1978.
Professor VanDyk asked him
to speak at Dordt, and he accepted the invitation.
l

Hoekstra sings American
songs

On We d n e s da y afternoon
(Sept. 22) at 2:00 pm, Battles
will discuss "The Intellectual
Background of John Calvin. "
This involves the influence
which the Medieval Age had
upon Calvin.
That evening, he will lead us
in looking over "The Writings
of John Calvin."
7:30 pm is
the time.
After . leading
chapel on
Thursday morning,
he will
talk about the "Influence and
_Significance of John Calvin's
Correspondence,"
a part of
Calvin's writing, according to
Van Dyk , "which has
often
been ignored but is, noncthcles s , very important to the
understanding of Calvin. " The
meeting will begin at 2:00 pm.
All the meetings will be held
in C -160. Battles apparently
wants the meetings to take on
a more informal tone in which
we can share with each other.
In the past, he has taught at
Tuft's College, West Virginia
University and Hartford Seminary. His most memorable
work is his translation of Calvin's "Institutes of the Christian Religion. "

Some 65 "Thalians" made an
appearance at their first meetingthe night of the 13th. President Cindy Holtrop opened the
meeting and introduced Vice
President Don Hansum, Secretary .jact De Jong, and Mr.
Koldenhoven, sponsor.
Plans this year include a
weekend trip to Guthrie Theatre in Minneapolis to expertence Tennesee Williams' Cat

on a Hot Tin Roof and Enemy
of the People hy Henrich Ips,".
In October they anticipate
Northwestern
College's production of Molierre' s Tartuffe.
"Thalians"
will
offera
weekend of Chekov on Oct. 13,
14, & 15. Their own directors, Evert Van Ee and Les
Top, will direct1be Anniversary, The Boer, and The MarrIage Proposal.

He came by bike

"Melody" coming
soon

Stetson and Gary Warmink,
Mezzo-soprano Arlys HoekDordt's film committee picks
rnusic protessors, during her the Saturday night movies on
stra will perform the first seyears at Dor dt , She also parnior recital on September 21 .at
. the quality of fil.m and whethticipated in the Opera Guild's
8:00 pm in Te Paske Theatre.
er or not it is good entertainproduction
of
'Giannia
Schicci"
The three-part recital is foment. "Melody", the English
and Concert Choir.
cusedon the theme "Two Hunfilm showing inC 160 Saturday,
Brenda
De
Young
will
accomdred Years of AmericanSong ...
pany Arlys.
A reception will September 18was recommendPart one covers the years
ed by Gorde Vlieg.
follow the recital.
1650 - 1800. This will include
Time
m a g a z i n e sees
Francis Hopkinson's "My Days
'Melody" as a story about a
Have Been So Wondrous Free",
lonely eleven-year-old
boy
the Moravian hymn tune "Lead
and a misunderstood schoolin Thy Tr'uth" and modern mumate. These children fall in
sic by W. Billings.
love and are ridiculed by their
1800 - 1860is covered in part I
parents, teacher and peers,
two and includes an aria from
especially when they plan to
Leonara, William Henry Fry's
get married.
''Every Doubt and Danger Over"
"A pure delight, a film with
and "Open Thy Lattice, Love"
great stars and supporting
by Stephen Foster.
cast and fabulous camera
Arlys' final section covers ~..
work, " Newsweek comments:
1860 to the present.
She has.
The musical score is done by
c h o s en Aaron copJand'
s f
the Bee Gees. The story hum"Simple Gifts" and "At The'
orously explores the generaWell" by Richard Hogeman as
tion gap with gentle sympathy:
part of this era.
.. a real comedy.
Arlys studied under Margery
- -photo by Arie Bomhof

"Thalians'" plan Guthrie trip,
Chekoy plays

When Paul Harter, a freshman from California. arrived at
Dcr dt College on August 28, he was pedalling the last round of
his thirty-one day, 2,500 mile bike trip. Starting from his
home iri Chula Vista, he headed up through the Grand canyon,
the Independence Pass, 12,160 feet high in the Colorado Rockies, and the Four Corners.
Paul just figured it might be a good experience to bike this
trip, to enjoy the scenery and the people at an open -air pace of
15 m , p. h. Planning the trip in May, he made no extra preparation aside from his regular winter running routine. All he
took along was "a sleeping bag for starry nights, a pound of
granola per day, some personal belongings, and a First Aid
and bicycle repair kit. "
Hitting the road at 6:00 am and travelling straight through to
the town he had chosen on the map, Paul was able to ride in
sunshiny weather without a flat tire until he got to Sioux City.
He does regret the day he over-exerted himself by biking 250
mountain miles rather than the usual 80-100 miles.
His knee
needed a week's rest in Denver.
Paul recommends travelling by bike. He would do it again,
although next time he'd include some cycling gloves.
He'd also appreciate "some company to join me in singing hymns over some of the lonelier trails. "

--
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by Gerald Vander Hoe

The "official" figures aren't released yet, but everyone seems to know
that the "crop" is big this year. Rumors of the higbest enrollment ever keep
flying around, ironing rooms are used again, arid certain parts of the campus
seem as crowded as a bus station,
. It's always good to hear about rising enrollment figures. There's something about.a growing group, a young group, a group with goals, that makes
it click, that gives it excitement. that gives it spark,
There's also something about that 1,000 mark which seems to stick in the
minds of Dordt people, And So we pack in a few more students, knowing it
will soon level out to a comfortable size.
But, many of the older students also know the other side of this story,
Every year, friends drop away from Dordt; some to an unacademic field of
service, and many to other colleges. We can understand why, we say,since
Dordt is small and many of the departments are limited.
These observations are true, Oh yes, 20 - some years and the place has
certainly grown, but that growth has brought us into the late 70's and now
the Christ-denyers are begging for answers.
If they're not admitting their
feeling of total loss and confusion. at least their faces are Showing it.
I'm wondermg if we h a vel e t geographical .distances and historical pickiness separate us from other colleges which share our basic goals. Maybe
we've fallen into the same individualistic mindset which we're trying to fight
in theory. Maybe we. should look at the discomfort and feeling of isolation
when someone had to transfer out of Dordt because the course offerings
aren't satisfactory.
While we talk about "community," "brotherhood," etc., I'm afraid we are
ignoring one of the biggest academic brotherhoods there is - the state universities
share ideas, research, facilities, faculty, and growth. We feel
their basis is wrong, but their strength lies not only in the amount of years
they've been around but especially in their ability and willingness to work
together.
In Christ we have a strong basis; one that will never fail even if we split
up more than we already are. .I hope we can see its broadness, its boundarybreaking implications, and work in that direction.
Maybe we could set up labs or tnstitutes (much too expensive for anyone
college) in a geographical area seperate from all the colleges supporting it.
Maybe our credit systems could be expanded to allow academic growth at
different colleges (for example, art courses at Northwestern).
And we'd
probably find less hesitation about transfering if the generalatti
tude towards other colleges of the same basis wasn't so critical.
The world is grasping in its own darkness, and the answers we have are
based in Christ.
I'm not trying to close down s mall Christian colleges by
telling everyone
to transfer to a place like Calvin, but I am askingthatwe
forget some of the world's distinctions which we've apparently taken into
our Christian academic "community. "

Not very many people read the masthead.
For those of you who aren't
burdened with the journalistic jargon, let me explain. The masthead is the
box in the corner of this page which briefly explains what we're trying to do.
lt also gives a list of people directly responsible for putting out such a publication.
Now, I'm not calling your attention to the names, although a word of encouragement is good to hear once in a while. But I hope you will notice our
purpose. Many of us have talked about the fact that no one is really "objec -.
tfve" and we realize "neutrality" is only a ruts-worded falsehood in most
cases. Weall bel ieveChr'Ist is King, and if we dream a bit, we can visualize
the possibility of a God-centered journalism.
But the day-to-day, nitty gritty business of putting out a paper which proclaims the truth is tough. How blatant can you be? How "slanted" should the
questions be? Who, humanly speaking, is the judge of what is "status quo"
or what shouldtn'rj be changed? Who do you interview? How deep do-you dig?
The job isn't a burden.
In fact, I'm excited about the whole affair. But
these practical "out-workings" (I bet Dutchman van Riessen would like that
termJ)of the theory we believe have, in many cases, never been worked-out
before.
I am glad, however, that O1ristians, on a world wide scale, are
starting to see the possibilities of this type of witness.
Wealways like letters and we especially enjoy brotherly Chr.istian guidance.
I'll be asking some of you for help by dealing with a current issue in a discussiongroup, organized for the potential of an article.
I'm still looking for
good book reviews, and we'll be delving into critiques of Individual departments.
soon.
This first issue is a first issue.
Anyone who's worked with a newspaper
before knows what that means.
I hope we can continually grow as we go
along. Until then, we're waiting for your response, prayers, and suggestions. Thanks for reading.

Another school year has dawned upon the students of Dordt College. With
all the formalities ending, the orientations over , and the settling-in proce
completed, we can now slip into a routine of study, or whatever coll
people might do.
Thi s year, it would be a good idea to give some thought and discussion t
the question of what it means for a Christian to mature within such a setti
as Dordt College. In the past we have not given enough thought to the gre
ini1uence this community and our friends here have upon us, both positivel
and negatively.
I believe that we have made a good attempt at biblical scholarship, and
thank Cod for it. 1111-S is beautiful, but it can become an unacceptable an
smelly offering to God if we don't learn how to -li ve Ch r iattanl y, Being
Christian is much more than having one's theoretical thought straight.
Rat
er-, Christian scholarship presupposes and must work from a total hear
commitment.
We should seriously examine our own life styles and com
munal pollcies to see where our hearts are.
The question I would like to raise in this particular article is not that o~
policy. I'm asking where and how one defines his "self",
or whereon
finds meaning in his life while at Dordt College. The obvious answer, es
ecially after attending classes, is that we find our meaning in Jesus Christ
This answer, sounding like number 536 from some revised form of t b
Heidelberg Catechism, means nothing unless one allows the Holy Spirit t
work in his heart and thereby mature in Jesus Quist.
I feel that some students (all, to a certain degree) are trying tofind mea
ing in their Lives by only theoretically professing the name of Jesus Christ,
if even that, In the daily working out of our salvation, we are looking for
focal point apart from Jesus Christ. This sinful focal point, I believe. is
being sought in the expectations of others, friendships based on false as
sumptions and, generally speaking, the status quo. In other- words, tb
self is being defined by the social context rather than by Jesus Christ,
.
True friendships are necessary and beautiful because they corne from G
but when we try to base our lives on them they become distorted and fruitles
and are detrimental to any kind of Christian growth. The sanctified indi vidua
who lives for his friends is like a sprouted plant that wilts because it is take
out of water . A distinctive feature of friendship must be respecting each other
as redeemed image bearers, helping and admonishing each other along
path of the Christian life. Our guidance should be in setting up signposts,
not in dragging people along by the neck on a leash.
I would like to give a fewinstances of how friendship can be misused an
social relationships distorted.
There is certainly social pressure in th
area of scholarship.
Some students seem to feel that all their friends rnus
agree on some theoretical point, such as the ordering and structure of the
modality scale. This basts for friendship is not only obviously false, but i
also hinders Christian growth and scholarly activity.
'Those who agree ex"
crt peer pressure on those who don't, scholarship becomes warped, an
maturation in Christ is severely limited. Academic discussion is reduce
to name calling, labelling people as "dogmatists" or "fundtes".
My second example of misused friendship centers on what I would c
"liberated" Christians.
I am refering to those coming from a backgroun
with a legalistic approach to Christianity who now see the error of that Ii
style. They think they are "free" to do as they please, and often ignore a
weaker brother who needs acceptance. To be accepted the weaker will often
follow along even though-his conscience is not clear on a matter which seems
wrong or at least fuzzy or questionable because of his background. Both th
leaders and the follower's are basing their lives on their social relationshi
reacting against a society that makes them sick.
There are many instances of people making their social relationships the
end-all of their lives because, as social beings, it is an easy way out. This
religious cop-out is seen in the passive and blind acceptance of churchish
Christianity by many and also in those who reject the church. We need t
look for and question the focal points of our lives, and see our friendships
and our communities require the redemptive power of Jesus Christ, or the
will become vain and fruitless,
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Humor' at the- retreat

Speaking of music
Dear Editor:
When did music begin, who created it, and for what purpose? In my own
opinion, music was created in the beginning by God. Evidence for this is .
presented tn john, chapter one, verse three: "All things were made through
Him, and without Him was not anything made that was made. "
Musicwas created for Christ. Colossians 1:16 says: "for in Him all things
were created, in heaven and on earth, visible and invisible, whether thrones
or dominions or pr i ncipalities or authorities--all
things were created through
Him and for Him. "
In Deuteronomy 31 God appears before botb Moses and Joshua. In verse 19
Godsays to Moses "Now therefore write this song, and teach it to the people
of Israel."
God has a. purpose for everything He creates ... and I believe
music was crEflted to give praise to God••
Does God prefer one type of music over another? David wrote the Psalms,
andIssac Watts wrote many hymns we can find in the New ClIristian Hymnal.
But along with those "greats" in our muste, the names of such artists as
AnneHerring, Barry McGuire, Andrae erouche and ClIuck Girard should be
added--just to name a few. All these composers have something in cbmmon
--itistopresentmusicthatglorifies
God. As Chuck Girard ana Fred Fields
wrote: "Jesus puts the song in our hearts."
Ibelieve "Illumination" on KDCR is trying to present a God-centered cul-o
'ture that is certainly in tune with today. I hope we all continue to support
and listen to this fine program of contemporary,
God-glorifying music.

Dear Editor:
Agood number and myself, not just some voice crying out in the wilderness
of Dordt College and the lives involved, raise some serious question to a
tragic aspect of this year's retreat at Lake Okoboji i. With a good amount of
grief. and for some surprised by their own laughter a post-mortem of guilt,
we witnessed the'mocker y of a friend we. hold dearer than any other; a friend
who holds us by the gift of His Blood, His Salvation, and His Lordship.
The entertainment of this year's retreat contrasted to the previous year's
retreat was a giant step down. Seen in the light of God's Word. it required
no seasoned soldier of Chr-is t to discern certain aspects of the entertainment
had their Birthday in Hell.
As a presentation to the new Freshman class, the message came across
that Dordt has a standard far below the Sav.or we herald.
Questionable
aspects of humor set a standard for the conduct that followed during the retreat.
A favorite singing game involving the use of homoiymns, i,e. "Did
you ever seeahormone,
a whore moan, a whore moan .•. ", "Did you ever
see a corkscrew, a cork screw ... " etc.
The Truth is, this is not precedent or expression of the majority of Dordt
College. It was by far, not the expression of the most of the entertainers,
and that needs to be clear.
There were some very fine performers whose
efforts were sadly tiiminished by what occured. Again, the Truth is that it
wasa very fine retreat, and its aims had a good measure of success by God's
grace. lam also convinced that we witnessed a good indication that the devil
is concerned enough about the wltnes s Dordt College does have, tomakeserious efforts to overthrow itl
This should challenge each of us to caution and praise as we study and live
here. We can have a good hope for blessing among the children of the Lord
in this year because Jesus has overthrown the devil. Still. we 'must pray
especially for those who participated, in deed by invention or approving by
laughter without shame, since they return bringing this view of the Savior
and His created image with them to our college.

Sheri Clea yes

Neil Culber sma

•

Five professors join the staff
by Kelly Tien and Kathy Vis

Five fresh insights about
Christian academics were offered by Dordt's latest recruits to the academic community.

James Schaap, English departm ent, grew up in Oostburg,
Wisconsin, graduated from
Dordt and attended Arizona
State. He has taught in public
schools in WiscoI1sin and -6.rizona. Schaap feels we have a
"mandate to communicate, to
subdue the earth, and one way
is through writing. In our'
t e.c h n i c a l society writing
provides an avenue w her e
man can come in contact with
his fellow man. As Christians we have to know about
the world and use every opportunity." .Schaap teaches Engish rhetoric and introduction
to literature.

After graduating from Dordt,
Gordon Brand, biology professor, attended the Untversny
of South Dakota where he took
graduate studies.
Brand .i s
teaching biological sciences
and field biology. Biology for
Brand is to "attribute the order of creation to God rather
than to chance relationships
and to teach students to know
different organisms andhow
they relate to God IS creation."

ClareDCe Doornbos

Gordon Brand
--Jilotos by Dave Groenenboorn

Stressing how God applies
to the teaching of music will'
be the attitude of Clarence
Doornbos.
Mr. Doornbos
graduated from Calvin College
and attended the Vander Cook
College of Music in Chicago.
Ilkincis . Previous to teaching
here he taught high school in
Kalamazoo, Michigan for nine
years.
Thi s semester
he
teaches material for elementary music
-education a n d
teaching
m u s ic in the ~
secondary school. He is also
giving individualinstrumenttl
lessons.

James Schaap

Charles Veenstra,
speech
professor,
graduated from
Dordt, attended the University
of De Paul. and recievedhis
Masters from Northern illinois University. He has taught
at Timothy Christian School
in Elmhurst. lliinios for six
years, and has taught at NorthwesterninOrange
City for the
past two years.
Veenstra is
teaching oral interpretation,
fundamentals of public address. and argumentation and
debate. Veenstra said, "We
must ask what being created
in God's image implies for
our study and treatment of
man.
In debate especially,
we must ask how far aChristiancan go. We intend to have
John Visser
our faith assumptions
and
John Visser comes to the values enter into debate openbusiness department
fro m 1y raiher than hide them as
Chicago where he worked at secular debaters do. "
the First National Bank of
Chicago wbile studying for his
masters in Industria
Engi-:
neering at the University of
De Paul. Previously
he
studied at. Trinity, and University ~o~Ill.inios, This semester Visser is teaching
management. business law,
and cost accounting.
Visser sees business at the
"hub of a cbanging society. "
Man is entrusted to control
resources, human and natural,
and Christians
are called to
stewards
hip, especially as
managers. Cost accounting
is a specific tool of stewardship. We also have a responsibility to know the law.
The law isn't the same as
Charles Veenstra
justice and morality. "
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Are you a student?
What is a Christian Student? This is something
which we must all take into consideration.
Too often we assume that we are Christian
students
merely because we call ourselves Christians.
Man was originally created for the purpose of
bringing honor and glory to God through his loving
service within creation. In this original state, man
was able to do his work properly because there existed a covenantal communion between God and man
But Genesis 3 records the des truction of this lifesustaining communion with the appearance of the
Satanic kingdom in the Garden of Eden. Man became estranged from God, alienated from his f~l-.
low-man and an abuser of creation. It is 0 n I y
through the all-Incluslve redemption of Jesus Christ
that communion is restored between God,. Man and
Creation. And now it is in the light of the Resurrection that we must look at the character of a
Christian student.

Before I can proceed in a positive direction, it is
important that we first see what we are up against.
As a whole, the mind - set most destructive to a
Christian understanding of student in our culture is
that of pragmatism. Pragmatism is not simply another abstract philosophical system, but is itself a
way of life that is opposed to a Christian Iifestyle ,

"It is hoped that the home
.along with the church,
has...brought us to ...a genuine
commitment to the Lord."

There is only a minimal awareness. that kingdom
service includes academics and therefore requires
the best efforts one can give: Many students act as
The pragmatic life view of education rests on the if they will take on responsibilities only after gradprinciple of least action: "The assumption that a uation.
We must now ask ourselves whatthe reason is for
human being will a~t in such a way as to achieve
what he wants or intends in the quickest and easiest
this kind of approach to studying and academics.
way that he senses or comprehendsTls. E.Bayles,
Why do so many students force themselves to "plow
Pragmatism in Education, pI9). What is wrong with
through" four years of college which to them seem
this principle? In short it is this: self-centeredSoboring and lonely ? Why do they keep on returning
ness leads to a hard individualism, judgments as to to Dordt while thinking of a hundred other places
whatis best are made on the basis of circumstances
they would rather be? What lies behind the feeling
as seen by the student instead of being based on the and expression 'T can't wait to get out of here?"
Word of God. Community for a pragmatist is of use
The answer can be foundin a type of "future-orienonly insofar as it can help the adv';lncement of the tation" which exists on campus. Students have their
individual.
eyes set so much on what they are going to do after
Even though the need for rejecting pragmatism may graduation or after the year is out that they lose any
seem so evident, it is precisely these prernises : real interest in their present situation. Granted,
that ,guide and structure many student activities on the future does need definite consideration and it
Dordt's campus. With this mind -set, students are
plays a very important part. But there must be a
on 'the watch for "mickey-mouse" courses, Le. healthy coordination between thinking about the futcourses in which a student can get a passing grade ureandbeingbusyinthe
present., And it is this coGod did not create man to live as an isolated ineven though he does the least amount of work. The ordination that is lacking. Many students subsume
dividual. The re are three fundamental re la ti onquickest method for studying for a sociology exam the importance of the present to the goals of the
ships in which every person is Involved; "I" inreis to quickly scan the material for the appropriate
future. The present becomes a means to an end,a
lation to God, "I" in relation to fellow-man, and
answers to the guide questions. The easiest way to stepping stone to the realization of some goal. They
'1" in relation to creation. All three have a sigcomplete a term paper assignment is to buy an old have become obsessed with the idea that they must
nificance in our understanding a Christian student.
paper, retype the title page and maybe insert a few get well-paying jobs and that the only way to reach
Educational institutions set up within the Calvinintentional errors here and there. The point is that that end is to go through school. Therefore they
istic tradition rest on the pillars of the Kingdom of no real attempt has been made to understand the think that studying becomes a drudgery.
God and the covenant. Dordt College is no excepthe material because for many "it involves too much
It is these students who put into effect the pragtion. We who are admitted tel Dordt and come from time. " The principle of least action is in full force matic approach to studying. It is needless to explain
a Christian home are assumed to be included in the in these examples. Many students see testing as an why these students are a hindrance to those who
covenant. Before this stage it is hoped that the
end In itself. Studying 'is only a means to that end. are serious about their work here, and why our
home, along with the church, has guided us in the Once the test has been completed the material is community is not as strong as it should be.
ways of the Lord and brought us' to the point where
soon forgotten. No effort has been exerted in order
we have made a genuine commitment to the Lord.
to grapple with issues, to hammer out ideas, or to
It is then the res ponsibility of Dordt as a Chris.tian
come to some understanding of what one is dealing
academic institution to provide the0pportuniti~s
• with. The result is that the student engages in rote
and training necessary for us to see more f!JlIy the
memorization.
implication of our confession. It cannot be expected
that all of us will have a full-orbed world and life
What usually happens when the student realizes
view. A Christian college must then be instrumental
that he is not learning anything is that he begins to
in developing this perspective.
We must realize
accuse Dordt of being rrrelevant , abstract and thethat the Christ we confess requires obedience and
oretical.
He sees a great gulf between theory and
services in all the sciences . We must be led to see
practice, school and life.
that Christianity encompasses all of life and is not.
Within this mind -set, communal scholarship is
to be confined to the "church on the corner." We
sacrificed to the expedient progress of the individual
must then make it our concern to probe 'deep within
God's creation and bring its riches and diversity to
light.
When attempting to define the characteristics of a
Christian student, we must take Into account four
concepts: talent, task, office, and responsibility.
As a college student, you are a person who might
have various talents, one of which is your academic
capability.
But perhaps you don't have that talent.
It is wrong, then, for your parents to send you off
to college. It is just as wrong, however, for you to
enroll merely because it is expected of you and it
happens to be the next level of education. Similarl g
Dordt College should not grant admission to you if
you are not academically qualified to fulfill your task.
Everyone of us, 'before coming to Dordt, must search
himself to see whether or not he has the talent for
this calling. We must continually ask ourselves this
question. If we realize that we have not been called
to be a student on the college level, we must rem ember that we are -st il! all Kingdom workers, but not
~~ in the office of student. If we do feel called to this
task, we must be prepared to use and develop the
.talents as best we can.
l

.....the mind-set most

destructive to a Christian stude
in our culture is that of
pragmatism. "
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There must also exist a close bond between us. and
faculty. Faculty must not be looked upon as an opAs college students, we must study so that we can
ponent to be coerced by "student power, " for this
crease in competence and understanding.
This is
would damage the strength of the O1ristian academic
r task , We are not only to be busy with preparing
community.
Instead, faculty and students must be
r our future; we m"'l:iStbe equally engaged in the
ready' and willing to listen to each other. In this
esent. Studies are not only meaningful for our
way, both will grow together in the fear ana knowre occupation. They are not only a means to an
ledge of the Lord. The faculty should guide us in
d. Our work is meaningful and relevant for the
being "productive."
We must be encouraged to
mediate situation.
produce the best material we are capable of. A
God's creation is structured.
If we can begin to
bond of trust must be present as the professor evalder-stand that structure in the different areas such
uates our work. If the material is deemed worthy,
economics, politics, society, etc., we will be
relevant and of good quality, it should be made
ore appreciati ve of His creation and His salvation.
available to the rest of the academic community,
e, as Christians, already ha ve a grasp of the Truth,
and possibly to the Christian community at large.
sus Chr isr, and we must base our studies on Him,
(Now that we have our own bookstore wouldn't it be
order to find their relevance and importance for
the ideal outlet for student material and publicalives.
tions?)
Because we have God-given talents, and because
's given us a task to perform, we are office bears. In an academic way, we have the task of unIding God's creation and letting the Light of His
th shine in the world where we are living. Not"
ly preachers are called. They are not the only ones
ith an office.
They are not the only ones who have
role in God's Kingdom. We have different func- means our ability to respond correctly to God's callons, but we are very much a part of that Body of ing. Every man has the responsibility to see that
rist.
the execution of a task is carried out in a way that
is directed to the glory of God and to the furtherance
of His Kingdom. - Every Christian shares this responsibility.
'Ibis is the nature of the Christian community' The Bodyof Christ. In a OIristian academic
community like Doz-dt College, the officers share in
the responsibility
of properly working out the task
From this follows our responstbrltry to the cur set before us. We, as students, share a part of this
rfculum
, The Christian curriculum which is itself
responsibility to God, along with the faculty and adset up according to a Christian world and life .view,
ministration.
is structured to provide avenues whereby we can
We are also responsible
to our fellowmen, the
delve deeper into God's creation.
At the same time
academic community in particular.
This includes
it helps us to develop our own talents and capabilboth faculty and other students.
We must not fall
ities.
prey toindivtdualtsm
but must work hard at develTherefore, we must work hard at our courses,
oping communal scholarship.
Instead of constantly _
learning
and trying to understand as .much as we can.
"joking around" and taking a casual, or worse yet,
Piecemeal work, doing- just enough to get by, or sean apatnettc approach, we must confront each other
lecting a course for an easy grade should all be rewith the issues that concern the entire Christian
jected by us as Christian students.
We are not fulcommunity in general, Dordt College in particular.
filling our task, nor are we using our talents to the
We must learn and be willing to use the guidelines
As office bearers, then, we are not only preparers,
utmost of our ability if we choose to follow "the quicke are not only training for the future;- and we cer- offered in the classroom in order to grapple comest and easiest way. "
inlyhave I\!OT'slippedout of realtty into some four munally for answers.
ontinued

'year dream which will suddenly snap to an end when
Rev. Haan hands us the diploma. But we are servants of God, doing His will by learning about His
creation.
This is our duty at the present time.
To bean office bearer means that one must be responsible.
Everyone at college talks about responsibility, but we must look at the word in tts parts ...
the ability to respond.
For us as Chrf.stta ns, this.

from page 4)

"There must be a healthy

coordination between thinking
about the future and being

busy in the present."

" ...to define the characteristics
f a Christian student, we
ust take into account four

oncepts: talent, task, office,
responsibility. "

WHEAT feeds the hungry
by Dorann Williams

'''WHEAT' is one of those
fun n y church terms where
we've taken the first letters
of the words of a program and
put them all together.
This
onecame out to be 'WHEAT. ft'.
Rev. Peter Paulsen explained.
Rev. Paulsen is the media
co-ordinator for the Refor-med
Church of America.
Interviewed by KDCR on Sept. 10,
he was speaking of the RCA's
plan to help relieve world
hunger.
He continued,
"W I-! EAT
stands for World Hunger Education Action Together, and
was a way in which North
American denominations, inluding the RCA, could do some
things co -ope rativel y in the
area of World Hunger. Not
wanting to waste a lot of our
owndenominational resources
ona program that was narrowly
focused, we were able to take
percentages
of the time of
some of our staff people by
pooling them to do something
significant.
A total of eleven denomi.nat-'
.ions and other groups are presently involved in the WHEAT
program.
Paul sen went on,
·"The
WHEAT program
has five
goais. They are the kind of
things.thatallof us can be doing to he part of the .s.olution
instead of being part of the
problem.
It

"One of the goals is to learn.
There is a great deal of misinformation about the world
hunger problem from communities tbathave interests in
food supplies, food distribution, and food consumption.
"I n terms 0 f sharing resources, what many North
Americans fail to realize
is
that we are able to enjoy the
standard of living that we do
because ·people in other areas
of the world give sacrificially
to the qualt ty of Arne ri can
life."
A second goal would be to
become directly involved in
dealing with hunger issues in
our own communi ty . Paulsen
revealed,
"Government sta ...
tistics indicate that in some
large areas of the nation, measured by purchase, consumption of meat products is going
downwhile cons umptton 01 pet
food is going up ..
"These are hungry people
who don't have enough money
to be able to buy protein in the
forms in which we buy it, So
they buy dog and cat food to
eat to keep themselves alive.
"There are some things that
you need to do with regard to
world hunger which tend to be
economic issues and therefore
government issues,
but tts
not out of the tradition of the
American people to be con-

cerned.
"They could suggest to tell
the government, for example,
that the resolution now before
the House and Senate, which
states that the right to food is
a basic human right, be supported. "
.
The fourth goal is to continue
to engage in the generous benevolent giving which is characterized by North American
Christians,
but that needs to
be balanced against issues of
publ.ic policy. " .
Finaliy, "many people live a
sty 1e of IHe· which is much
more in tune with the world,
much more ecologically sound,
and in that, 'they have much
to teach us about the way in
which we waste the protein,
mineral,
a nd
energy
resources which are ours.
"For example, the. simple
matter of taking cans and bottles and recycling them so that '\
a certain per-cent of the world 's
resources are not being used
and then dumped is a way to
have a general saving of the
bounteous supply of minerals
which the Lord has placed in
the crust of the earth. "
Rev. Paulson concluded, "The
ba-sic cry is a cry for [usti ce
in the waywe relate spiritually,
economically and physically to
other
people around
the
world. "
RC!v. Peter Paulsen

--photo by Steve Lyon
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Hendrik van Riessen discusses the academic community
Professor Hendrik van Riessen spent 10 days in the Sioux
Center area. After several lectures,
many visits, and an
innumerable amount of questions to be answered, he finally
boarded the plane early Monday morning. We visited him in
his motel Saturday night, and we followed up on a few of the
topics pertaining to the academic community, which he had
brought up in a few of his lectures.
DIAMOND: Whatis the function of an academic institution such
as Dordt College?
VAN RIESSEN: The function at the college level is training in
science.
It must lead you to independence in scientific work,
and you have to be trained for it. In the end of the affair, people have to do something themselves, serving as partners with
other people in science, such as teachers.
There are many sciences.
It would not be enough to have
training in one of the sciences.
One must also have an overview of the whole field of science, and that is, at present, in
philosophy. You cannot have a training in all the sciences.
So
one must have that training in the all-encompassing field of
science, and that, again, is philosophy.
What is .impor-tant is that you must always know what you are
doing. So the critical attitude of the man of science is to be
always asking questions, but it 'comes to the point when I ani
asking the question, "What am I doing?", "What is that setence?". The special training is necessary due to the development of science, but now! have to have an overview, because
I have to know what I am doing.
The various specialized sciences have a field of investigation,
distinguished from one another. One field of investigation cannot be reduced to another field ofInvestrgatton,
Now, philosophy is all-encompassing,
but that cannot bridge the gap be·tween the sciences.
It is busy with questions that cannot be
solved scientifically.
History proves that philosophers are all
different. Their faith comes in there. He cannot give answers;
nevertheless .. he gives answers, and these answers come from
faith.
DIAMOND: In your "Bridge" discussion on "Authority in Higher
Education"
you mentioned tae "organization" of an academic
I
.

by Vern Van Hofwegen and Fred K

".;.students (should be) asked advice before the commit
comes to its decision about the nomination
of a ,professor."
community,
How does the student fit into this "organization
VAN REISSEN:

p, ------

""''''111

--photo by Dave Croeneuboom

"One must also have an overview of science, and
that is , at present,

in philosophy."

Tuesday, Sept. 21

calendar
Today
Tonite
Friday, Sept.!?
Saturday, Sept. IS

Monday, Sept. 20,

-4:30 pm,
-7:00 pm,

Soccer: Dordt vs Northwestern , here
elSa Organizational meeting of the
Sportsmen's Club
-8:00 pm,
Te Paske Theater, Ken hnada, guest
pianist
-10:00 am, Soccer: Dordt vs Momingstde , away
-11:00 am, Cross Counb.y: Dordt vs South Dakota
State University, at Brookings, S. D.
-6:30 pm and 9:00 pm, Film l !l Melody"
-noon,
Freshman Student Forum
nominations deadline
-7:00 pm, SUB Iounge , speeches by Freshman
Forul1,1candidates

Thursday, Sept. 23

Friday. Sept. 24

Saturday, Sept. 25
Monday, Sept. 27

Tuesday, Sept. 28
Wednesday. Sept. 29

Thursday, Sept. 30

Sat1.nday,Oct. 2

You must not train the students in organization in the spe
scientific sense. You must put them on so that they trai
themselves in doing it. They could have a training for it,
then they would look at the thing from the uutside, and
they are specialists for organization.
But we must make thi
common thing ...
that students, for instance, are asked
vice before the committee comes to its decision about
no;rnnation of a professor.
There must be a group of etude
out there to look the thing over. It's just the same as
council of the church. It"s an extra to being a specialist.
need not study it to have an influence on the community. Y
must think about it and do it.
DIAMOND;What should the relationship be between the c
ricular and the "extra-curricular"
(such as the choir, ne
paper, theatre, etcv )?
VAN' REISSEN: You ask me to compare training in scien
and singing in the choir or playing on the podium. I think
would be very good to have these things around so that you
not so narrow to be onlv educated in science, but also that
participate in these extra things. But when I talk about bei
qualified for training in science and singing in the choir, th
is some joke apart. The history of music and the science
what music is is something that belongs in the college curri
ulum, but the singing and the playing is another thing. It
very good that students will do it so that they are not narr
minded. It is not the job for which they are here, but
would be very good to have some of these qualities for yse
ter in life.
But I think, considering the situation we are in and the his
behind us, there can be a science of such an art and the app
cation of such an art, in order to train oneself. There is
science of medics, and there is the application of this scte
which is needed in order for a medical man to come into pra
tice. In that sense, I would say that it belongs to the c
culum. Only when there is the science of this tlling and an
plication or training in it, in order that you go that way
practical life, is it to belong to the curriculum.
The conditi
is science.

-8:00 am I pm, Freshman Student Forum
elections
-7:00 pm, SUB lounge , meeting for those
interested in Outfng Club; will
discuss Teachers Institute outing
-8:00 pm, Te Paske Theatre, Arlys Hoekstra,
vocal recital
-2:00 pm,
C160, Dr. Ford lewis Battles on
"Calvin's Humanist Educatiorl'
-4:00 pm, Cross Country: Dordt vs Northwestern. at Sandy Hol low
-7:30 pm, C160. Dr. Battles on II The
Challenge of Calvin's Writings"
-10:00 pm. SUBConference Room, Organi zational meeting of Film Club.
All Welcome.
-9:30 am, Dr. Battles speaking in chapel (CI06)
-2:00 pm, C160. Dr. Battles on "Calvin as an
Exegete of the Scriptures"
-7:00 pm, West Commons. Future Business Executive meeting
..-7:30 pm, Soccer: Dordt vs Westmar, home
-8:00 pm. CIS8, Meeting of Forensics Club
deadline for C. Talen Scholarships and
Dutch Immigrant Society Scholarships
NACPA Hostess Supper
-24 & 25
Soccer tournament at Sioux Falls
-11:00 =, Cross Country: Dordt vs Dakota Wesleyan,
at Mitchell. S. D.
-4:09 pm, Cross Country: Dor9t vs Dakota State
College, at Brookings, S.D,
-8:00 pm, C118, Organizational meeting 0 f PreSem Club, Rev. Vanden Heuval, speaking
.-6:00 pm. Women's Volleyball, Dordt vs Westmar. awa
-6:30 pm.
Nomen's Volleyball. Dordt vs Mt. Marty
away
-7:30 pm. Soccer,Dordt vs Augustana, here
-3:00 pm, Photography workshop led by Carl
. Vander Menlen. Watch fOf sign-up sheets.
(Fine Ara Festival)
-10:00 am. Dordt Cross Country Invitational
-10:00 am. Soccer: Dordt vs Northwestero.away
-1:00 pm, SUBlounge. Bridge discussi0n led by Joho
Van Dyk, philOsophy professof. on" Second
look"
-6:30 pm and 9:00 pm, C160. Film. "Summer Wishes,
Winter Dreams"
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Pianist
to perform
Pia!lh~t Kenneth B. Ama
present a concert at T.e
Paske Theatre on Friday .Sept,
17, at 8:00 pm.
His program will include
works by Bach, Brahms, -Schubert, Chopin, and Liszt. As a
special number, his wife Julia
will join him in
the duet
"Fantaisie- in F Minor"
by
Schubert.
Amada has won two gold med·
als at the Leventritt International Competi tion for pianists..
He has appeared with the Philadelphia Orchestra, the Warsaw Philharmonic.
and the
National Orchestra ofBelgiwn.
"Hehas also performed onthre
Eur..opeanItourS.
Everyone is welcome, and
the admission is free. It is
sponsored by our music department . and the Iowa Arts
Council.
will
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n afternoon _with Ken Medema
--photo

by Arie Bomhof

by Ve", Van ,{ofwegen

en Ken Medema arrived at Dordt , he wanted to "have a
I:: at the campus." He noticed me waiting up, tightly shook
hand and said, ''I'm glad to see you!"
e was happy that the coffee cost only 10¢, and he quickly
d the dimes out of a handful of money.
lind since birth, he began piano lessons when he was eight
rs old. 'My parents found the best teacher in Gr~nd Rapids;'
explained, "and she learned how to work with braille.
She
med to know that I would turn into a good musician. " He
rned, first by measure, and then by line, to read the music
th his fingers and then play what he had read.
When he was in junior high, he started regretting his blindS5. "I noticed kids who owned their own car or who borrowed
e of their folks' many cars. And the same ktds were popular
cause they were good at sports.
For me, it was a losing
oposruon. "

Throughout this year Dordt's
Fine Arts Committee
has
scheduled workshops to increase the awareness of fine
arts at Dordt,
On the weekend of Sept. 30Oct. I .the Fine Arts Committee
has scheduled a photography
workshop.Carl VanderMeulen
of Unity Chrtstian , will deal
with techniques of picture taking. It will end with a show of.
the photographs produced by
the students.
Ann Struthers,
a poet and
short' story writer will give a
public reading of her own
works on Dec. 2 and 3. She
will also be judging the poetry
and fiction contest of Dordt
students.
On Jan. 27 and 28 Donald
Bruggjnk, co-sponsored
~th
Dordt's Music Department,
will speak on the subject of
church architecture.
He will
also give a lecture on church
music on Jan. 29.

He went to college, however, attaining a degree in piano and
degree in voice.
For six years, he worked as a therapist,
ing music activities as a way of leading disturbed and handpped people out of themselves and into meaningful creative
tivity with others. "
Now he's on the road most of the time, leaving his wife and
ne -year -old son at home in New Jersey.
His wife attends
ton Seminary inNew York. "I'm what you'd call a preacher's
band," he said, laughing over his' own joke, yet keeping
at seemed to be perfect eye contact.
He doesn't like the term "gospel," but does call his music
good news" music.
He also likes the term "'submitted' 00use that's what has been done with my music. It's been subltted to God for His use and His purpose. "
Kenenjoyswortingwiththeclassics,
rock and jazz. He feels
ygivenstylemusthave
proper (I) proportion - balance of texe, variety and order, (2)broadness - taking into consideraonother styles of music in order to bring suggestions to mind,
d (3) uniqueness - because "the best jazz draws itself prtily from the black, hot, down home, American background,
d when jazz loses that, it isn't jazz. And when rock loses
t thumpy, nasty feeling that it's always had, then we've lost
e rock."
He's happy to hear what's being done by Christians like 2nd
hapter of Acts, Larry Norman, Michael 0 'Martian, Randy
tonehill, Ed Drake, and James Ward. '10 the music world,
It seems that the groups who are prophetic are forced to stay
somewhat on the' periphery.
The ones who were prophetic are
now into the system; the bureaucracy of music. Much of the
stuffpeople are doing is downright frothy .. They are musically
peakingm idioms that are not today. "
Kim uses the "joyful noise" mentioned in Psalms as the basis
for his music. "Humans need some way to develop order, " he
pointed out, "it seems so chaotic when they first come into the
world. They learn sources of affection and later they form
theories in order to design ways of mating things fit.
"People take the whole chaotic business of light and shadow
and they put a frame around it to produce photography. Literature isn't a chaotic tossed salad of words, but it's structured.
:In music, we take the random chaotic sounds; plucking sounds,
scraping sounds, banging sounds , and we order these sounds.
"In that way, we are all creatures reflecting God's creating
acts of ordering chaos into a structure, so part of our witness
is doing things like God does. That is a witness to the creator.
Andwhen a redeemed person goes into that type of activity, I
believe he is especially blessed. "

He wishes he could form a co-op of Christian artists "'!lo
would put pressure on other musicians to deal truly with art.
"So many of them sermonize, " he explained, "using pious platitudes like they're some great scholar or something. "
"It's not dangerous to say, 'This is where I am;' It's never
dangerous to tell one's own story. But it is dangerous to proclaim in such a way that people think you have a monopoly on
the truth. "
Ken feels he can use music to "(1) speak scripture, (2) to
speak of how scripture interprets me, and (3) to speak of how
I interpret my world."
.
'F or three more years, he hopes to go on concert tours.
Afterwards, he and his wife would "like to attempt to set up a
small, free-wheeling L 'Abri Fellowship type of thing in the
states.
It. would lte a community where people would be given
the opportunity to explore with other people who are also
-searching. I know it's a dream, but God has used dreams before. "
We had been talking for quite awhile. He flipped his watch
open and quickly felt that it was 5:15. He briefly explained
that he would be using the theme of "beginning again" for the
concert.
When we got outside, I asked him if his blindness was total.
''Well, "he said, "I can make out some kinds of forms occassionally. Like right now, when I look at you I can tell that
your shirtis lighter than your pants." When he started waiting
away he added, "Other than that, you're just a dark blot against
the light sky ... boy, I bet that does a lot for your self-image,
doesn't it?"
.

Group under new management
by Evelyn luymes

"Jesus Christ is the cornerstone of our group and of our
lives," concluded Jim Hop,
senior, when discussing the
name of the group he sings
with. They call themselves
"J. C. Cornerstone."
Stan
Sturing, a guitar player quoted
Acts4:11astheirthemeverse;
"the stone which the builders
rejected has become the chief
cornerstone."
Upperclassmen will recognize some of the members as

members of "Amos."
Dan
Rietsma , guitar player, commented "now we are under new
management,
that of Jesus
Christ.
We're a new people,
here to glorify God. That's
our purpose. "
Marge Van Den Berg, both
singer andptarust said,'''Amos'
developed our talents, butgave
. no message." The group feels
"Amos" encouraged
them,
showed their potential but had

Photography
workshop
scheduled

no push. Marge added, "Now
all our songs are to the glory
of God. not to the glory of
self." Most of their songs are
termed "Ouistian Rock."
J. C . Cornerstone began witn
four members of Amos as a
core. "Gradually we found each
other." was Dan's way of putting it. Since three of the nine
members are not Dordt students, the group doesn't carry
official college approval ~

Dan feels thatin the Christian
community, "the excitment of
beingaChristian doesn't come
out." He h o p e s the group
spreads some real Christian
excitement.
No specific concert dates are
set yet, but they hope to performatleastonce
this semester. Besides Jim,Marg,Dan,
and Stan, the group includes
Kevin Byker. Val Ten Napel,
Paul Brink and ArmandOliver.

"Bridge"
closing gaps
by Kathy Vis

Panel discussions, speakers
and respondents, and special
speakers are different ways
''Bridge'' is trying to close the
gap. "Bridge" is the result of
a common feeling between faculty, administration, and a few
students who sensed a need to
communicate on issues. The
aim is to focus on problems
relevant to life on campus and
wheh these problems are resolved to confront the Christian
community at large on political
and social actions.
''Bridge'' is trying to gaina
greater understanding of the
academic task by providing an
arena to answer questions like
"What is Christian academic
scholarship?" "What is office?"
"Authority?" "A student?"
On "Bridge" objectives for
the future.Fred Koning, a senior student, responded" We
hope to deal with a variety of
subjects in more detail than
last year, to study further the
question of office, curriculm.
and look at structure. We have
a real desire to solve problems.
"Through 'Bridge' the whole
student body has an opportunity
to confront issues together with
the board and the administration."
..
Prof. John Van Dyk added,
"We would be pleasedifwe had
greater interest and more parti.>:ipation
by the students.
'Bridge' is for greater involment. Gaps can only be bridged
if people cross those bridges':
On October 2, at I pm, Van
Dyk will talk about "A Second
Look." He would like to look
at the question of authority,
attempting to set a context in
which further discussion can,
take place.
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news brief's
The Scholarship Committee
reports that it is now receiving
applications for the C. Talen
Scholarships.
Four scholarships in the amount oL$300
each will be awarded to qualifled juniors and/or
seniors
later this month, according to
the provisions of the new C.
Talen Scholarship Assistance
Fund, The scholarship is designated for the reduction of
tuition expenses for the academic year for which it is awarded. All juniors and seniors who have been full time
Dordt students from the beginrung of their college careers
and who are currently carrying a 3.00 GPA or higher are
eligible to apply. Application
forms may be obtained from
Louis Van Dyke, history professor or James De [ong, theology professor.
They must
be returned to either of them
by Sept. 24, and the committee
will make the awards shortly
thereafter.

The Scholarship Committee
applications
tor the Dutch Immigrant Soct ety Scholarships for the year
1976-77. Two scholarships of
$250 each are being offered.
They will be applied to the cost

is also receiving

of tuition. To qualify, the applicant must be an immigrant
or the child of immigrants
from the Netherlands, residing
in the United States or Canada.
Only juniors or seniors at
Dordt are qualified to apply.
Awards will be made on the
basis of scholarship, Christian
character,
personality
and
financial need. Louis Van Dyke
and James De jong also have
these application forms. The
completed forms must be returned to either one by September 24.

The 1077-78 competition for
grants for graduate study abroad offered under the Mutual Educational Exchange Program (Fulbright-Hays) and by
foreign governments, uni versities and prt vate donors will
clo s e shortly. On 1y a few
more weeks remain in which
qualified g r a d u ate students
may apply for one of the 550
awards which are a va ilable to
54 countries.
Most 0 f the grants offered
provide round-trip transportation, tuition and maintenance
for one academ ic year; a few
pro v ide international truvel
only or a stipend intended as

What?
No Sports page?

.

a partial grant-in-aid.
,
by Cec Van Nieje
Candidates
must beLl. S.
What? No Sports page? What kind of a paper is this? Ac
citizens at the time 'of applically.
that's a pretty good question, and it certainly deser
attori., hold a bachelor's dean answer. This is the first issue of the Diamond this fall, a
gree or its equi valent by the
it adequately reflects a new policy, the pohcy of this year
beginning d a te of the grunt,
editorial staff.
have language ability cerumenDordt College ought to be and is an academic institution,
suratewith the demands of the
the
student newspaper will place primary importance on repo
proposed study projects,
and
tingthosethings relating to academics.
This is not to say t
be in good health.
sports
will
be
ignored-we
will
do
our
share
of sports repo .
Application forms and furbecause sports are an important part of the way students utili
ther information for the students currently
enrolled in their leisure time and leisure time is an important part of
lives.
For the-same reason that we shouldn't spend all of
Dordt college may be obtained
leisure
time playing sports,
the Diamond will not use half
from the campus Fulbright
its' space to cover sporting activities and give it the undue
Program.Adviser
Mr. Vercognition many civic and college newspapers do. So, the
wolf, whoislocatedinThe
mondwill not hold itself obligated to fill up one particular pa
Academic Office, The deadWITIlsports each issue, as is obviously evident this time a:J;OU
line for filing applicatiollS on
We'll report the sports when they happen, the amount of co
this campus is october 1, 1976.
erage depending upon exactly what we have to report in ter
if the entire issue.
One thing I might add is this: no one single sport will recct
special treatment, (e.g. the Diamond reporting only baseba
We hope to give coverage to all sports,
whether they are
mong the more popular or not, and to both varsity and cl
It is the policy of Dordt Colsports,
the difference in their status not being germane
.lege not to discriminate on the
their value as sports, in terms of our perspective.
bas is of sex in its educationa 1
4 programs,
activities,
or em .:
ployment practices as require.
by Title IX of the 1972 Educ
at ion Amcndmcnrs , Inquir-ies
regarding compliance with Tiby G?rde
tle IX may be directed to Dr.
Briar Cliff on Nov. 17th,
The following is a list of the
Ribbens
or to the Director of
first home game will be
sports activities going on withthe Office for Civil Rigtits,
, 9th against Bellevue,
in the next two weeks.
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CANNONstaff plans another year
"It seems like more and
more people are becoming aware of the arts," said Sandy
Van Den Berg, this year's editor of' the Cannon, "and we
as Christians del111ltely have
something worth expressing
through art. "
She looks at the Cannon as
"a means by which people can
express their talents in order
to receive leadership and encouragement.
Where else but
in a dlristian college can we
struggle with the arts in order to develop a distinctive,
Christian approach?"
Sandy feels that fine arts

"do play a very important
part in lives of people. They
can't get away from the idea
that the fine arts. are a part
of life. "
She is di.srunbed
about the
"gap" which usually appears
between the artist and his audience. "Both sides have to
try to understand the other, "
she explained. "Some artists
ha vc totally isolated themselves, and the other people
ha ve judged all the artists on
that basis. As artists,
we
don't have to give up who we
are or what we're trying to
do, but we have to gear our

writings towards them i
der to help them under
what art is."
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